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A unique child

Positive relationships

Enabling environments

Learning and development

Our equipment is designed to develop
the 7 EYFS Areas of Learning

Contents:

We ensure the 4 EYFS principles
are embedded into all our Early Years project ideas

Helping children to become resilient, capable, confident and self-
assured on their own unique journey.

We offer a service that is personalised and professional. 
Our products are inspired by the EYFS framework that are 
of outstanding quality, safe and guaranteed to last. Inspire 
generations of children to learn through discovery and 
play, laying firm foundations for their future success.

Enabling children to develop positive friendships and become 
strong and independent characters.

Providing enabling environments so that all children can learn and 
meet challenge and adventure.

Creating wonderful inclusive play spaces, where all children can 
learn, play and discover happily side by side.
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Little Movers

Active Play

Introducing our fully movable Little Movers 
Range. Designed to make playtime more easy 
and fun, children will love the new challenges

each day will bring as you reconfigure your play 
trail to keep them on their toes and teach them 
to expect the unexpected.

Motivates all young children to be 
adventurous and feel successful in 
their active play, whilst providing 
challenge and decision making. 
Encourages the development 
of independence, resilience, 
determination and perseverance 
in young children, while allowing 
learners to improve their stamina, 
balance and co-ordination through 
stimulating outdoor play.

Inspiring for Early Years

Suitable for all abilities

Accessible to multiple users

Easy to move and rearrange

Benefits of  Low Level Active Play

Let’s get those little ones moving...

Early Years Leap Logs
ID 1106

Early Years Up & Over Climber
ID 1111/60

Early Years Slope Walk
ID 1102

Early Years Tunnel
ID 1114

These little logs are the perfect addition to 
any Pre-school, Nursery or Reception Class 
outdoors provision, promoting a natural feel to 
the learning environment.

Calling all mini-mountaineers! This timber 
climber is a fantastic way to help children 
build their body strength and balance 
whilst developing their determination and 
climbing skills.

This fun, portable beam gives children the 
additional challenge of making their way up or 
down the beam, while testing their balance and 
co-ordination.

Children can enter this intriguing, robust 
tunnel from either end, encouraging the 
development of physical and social skills, 
as well as their curiosity and imagination.



Early Years Clatter Bridge
ID 1109

Early Years Zig-Zag Balance Beam
ID 1104

Early Years Push & Pull Climber
ID 1110

Early Years Stretch & Scramble Climber
ID 1112

Early Years Step Challenge
ID 1105

This popular, wooden Clatter Bridge can 
be used to travel from one trail piece to 
another, or for crossing the playground during 
imaginative play.

This fun design develops directionality so 
children can traverse by zigging and zagging, 
improving children’s balance and co-ordination at 
the same time as reinforcing their understanding 
of mathematical language.

A great way to motivate children to climb, 
helping build their strength and balance, 
increasing agility and risk-taking skills.

This challenging climber develops a multitude 
of physical skills, as children master climbing 
the rope ladder on one side and then adapting 
to descend the rock wall climber on the other, 
or vice versa.

The different level steps adds challenge, 
enabling children to develop their balance,    
co-ordination and agility increasing body 
strength and improving gross motor skills.

Movable
Mountains

The mobile Little Movers Range 
creates such a flexible and 

creative play space. No week or 
day need ever be the same!

Early Years Pull Up Climber
ID 1113
This exciting up-and-over climber incorporates 
a fun rope to climb up the front face, just like a 
real mountaineer, with the added challenge of 
clambering down the mini climbing wall!
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The Adventure Fort

Created collaboratively by early years 
children and teaching staff, alongside our 
experienced designers, this helps boost 
active and imaginative play. It provides 
physical and creative play opportunities 
that large groups can access together.

This attractive fort welcomes children 
from all angles and allows for multiple 
challenge and activity. Linked, challenging 
trail components create exciting obstacles 
all the way around, helping to test and 
develop a child’s strength, balance and 
agility, through fun and adventure.

“They are thrilled with their ‘Adventure Fortress’ and 
again, the area is a focus of play and learning in all of 
its forms within Early Years. Thank you Schoolscapes.”

- H. Thomas, Pear Tree Mead

ID 1416

Active Adventures

Treetops One
ID 1417/1

Dino Mound and Tunnel
ID 3956

Testing children’s strength, 
co-ordination and agility, this 
adventure tower promotes 
exciting play opportunities at a 
variety of levels.

Clambering up and over the 
bridge and through the tunnel 
helps children to develop their 
co-ordination, muscle strength 
and gross motor skills.

Baby Bridge
ID 3951

EYFS Tower
Bespoke

What a great way for your 
children to be able to cross 
smelly, bubbling swamps or 
sinking, squelchy sand on their 
fun, imaginative adventures.

Cleverly incorporating climbing, 
crawling and sliding into one 
exciting tower, this is a perfect 
way to encourage active play in 
the EYFS. 



“Schoolscapes have just completed a wonderful bike track in our EYFS 
playground. The track has a bridge, a zebra crossing, grassed areas and 

a garage which all help encourage the children to talk, role play and 
ultimately adds to the fun! Throughout the process, design – installation, 
the company were great! The children now have a bright, engaging new 

playground to enjoy.“

- Rhian Walstone, Deputy Headteacher

Gallions Primary is a large Primary School in 
the heart of East London. They had recently 
had some equipment removed from their 
Early Years playground and now required the 
space to be re-developed. It was important 
to incorporate new surfacing within this 
development as the removals had left the 
playground in a bit of a mess!

As we were developing an EYFS outdoors area, 
they wanted to incorporate imaginative and 
physical play into the learning space. This was 
the second project that Schoolscapes had 
undertaken for this School.

Peddling and pushing against the ground, 
provides an ideal way to increase children’s 
co-ordination and gross motor skills, through 
physical, active play. Whether rigorous or 
gentle, bike play will develop their body and 
muscle strength as well as confidence and 
determination. 

Children love riding bikes and trikes! 
Fun, permanent trackways provide the 
perfect all-weather environment enabling 
children to safely improve their physical 
development, by learning to steer and 
control scooters, trikes and bikes. Children 
also develop stronger personal and social 
skills by learning how to share, take turns, 
co-operate and look after each other.

Bridges can enhance dynamic, active 
challenges to a trackway, with a playtime 
garage encouraging not only role play but 
all important stimulating, imaginative and 
social play. Children can also learn about 
road safety and begin to understand 
about crossing roads and driving vehicles, 
so trackway play can contribute positively 
to children’s safety when out and about in 
the real world.

Seeing how much the children enjoyed riding 
their tricycles around the playground we felt it 
would be beneficial to incorporate a trackway 
within the surfacing design.

To add to the imaginative play value, synthetic 
grass islands, a bridge and a garage were 
included. This allowed us to cover the existing 
damaged surface but also provide a fun and 
active play space.

Gallions Primary School

The Project

Trackways

Healthy Active Play

Wet Pour Rubber
ID 8401
This vibrant playground flooring provides 
a practical, safe, impact absorbent surface 
with a continuous, seamless finish.



CONSTRUCTION

play area

!

Benefits of  construction and physical play

Inspiring for Early Years

Suitable for all abilities

Challenging fun for multiple users

Children love to get messy whilst experiencing 
science in action. Let children begin to discover 
how materials can change, about capacity and 
mass, while having outdoor fun and developing 
social skills. Mud kitchens bring the awe and 
wonder of the natural world into messy play.

There’s nothing better than reaping the 
rewards of their own hard work. Children love 
to use their senses to explore the plants that 
they have grown; tasting is a firm favourite! 
Gardening also attracts all kinds of wildlife 
into a play space, where children can make 
discoveries based on real life experiences. 
Colourful flowers and green spaces, improve 
happiness and wellbeing too. 

Mini Construction Station
ID 0814-S

Sorting Trays
ID 0509

This amazing play space allows children 
to get involved in hands on materials and 
mechanism fun. Perfect for exploring any 
loose materials. 

Sorting, packing, collecting and 
tidying are great ways to develop 
learning through play. These 
durable shelves and trays are 
perfect to organise resources, 
allowing independent learners to 
discover and explore!

SCHOOLSCAPES
Discovery Play

Mini Mud Kitchen
ID 4317-S

Sensory Planter Stax
ID 8800

Encouraging imaginative and social play, as 
children interact with the equipment and each 
other. Children will love to explore natural 
materials and discover how they change, 
whilst making a marvellous mud menu!

These versatile timber planters complete 
with fadeproof, sensory labels, connect 
together in a variety of ways to suit any 
play space; perfect in a line, neatly fitting 
into a corner or stacked at different 
heights. Perfect to add colour and 
introduce nature into any play space.

MUDDY
MESSY
PLAY

Developing critical thinking and problem 
solving skills, as well as increasing 
knowledge and understanding of the 
world. Construction and materials play is 
the perfect way to develop both fine and 
gross motor skills, improving strength 
and finger dexterity.



Water Wall
ID 4919

Niagara Water Tray
ID 0712
This quality water discovery 
set provides the perfect 
environment in which children 
can experiment with water 
play equipment, learning about 
volume and capacity. The sliding 
dams can be used to retain 
water in the channels, enabling 
young scientists to control the 
water flow.

Offering an exciting and fun wet play area in 
which children can play and experiment with 
water. The magnetic hooks, water channels, 
the funnel & water wheel can be used to divert 
water in different directions, illustrating cause 
and effect. Perfect for budding engineers!

Flowing water fascinates learners and physically 
reinforces their understanding about capacity 
and the properties of materials. It allows 
children to explore one of the wonderful 
elements of the natural world.

Water Play offers children a unique way of 
learning. There are many opportunities for 
them to experience cause and effect through 

manipulating the path of a flow of water, while 
discovering how it is effected by gravity, making it 

one of the strongest forces of nature.

Versatile sand play enables children to 
experience texture in the most immersive way. 
Getting stuck in with their hands, pupils are 
enabled to explore the texture of sand, create 
markings and sculpt whatever their imaginations 
will allow.

Endless fun can be had with small world play 
by introducing toys into a sandpit where whole 
worlds can be created by children working 
together.

S A N D  P L A Y

Beach Box Combo
ID 0809
Creating opportunities for both sand and 
water play, this combo really brings the 
beach environment effectively into your 
classroom area. The trays can also be used 
to store any loose materials, allowing you to 
vary your activities on offer, keeping interest 
levels high.

Covered Sandpit
ID 0801
Providing children with the 
opportunity to discover and play 
with both wet and dry sand. 
Learners can investigate the 
changing properties of materials 
through digging, moulding and 
sculpting. It acts as a social area 
where children can play and 
explore together, which can be 
easily covered when required.



Lucky learners at Delabole School are now 
enjoying extensive opportunities to get closer 
to nature and making inspiring discoveries 
outdoors. Their stimulating Early Years outdoor 
provision is helping to shape rich, memorable 
experiences for the children. Free flow play is 
now so easy to manage!

The extensive mud kitchen is a firm favourite, 
where children gather to concoct recipes 
inspired by the nature around them. Mixing, 
pouring and manipulating materials are all 
helping to develop stronger grip, improved 
finger dexterity, increased co-ordination and 
fine motor skills, helping children to become 
independent, curious and confident learners. 

Den building outdoors enables children to 
develop critical thinking and teamwork skills 
and to build an understanding of engineering 
processes through discovery play.

Real life scenarios allow children to learn from 
mistakes and experience cause and effect. This 
enables them to learn to solve problems, to 
apply reasoning skills and to strive for success.

The sturdy, timber Treetops climber is 
inspiring the kids to become more active and 
adventurous in their play. This area is now an 
effective and safe part of the play provision. 
Children are loving climbing up high and 
looking down on the busy world below them. 

Fun, forest seats with their peep holes are 
enticing children to observe the wonders of 
their world. These form part of a magical story 
telling area, nestled under the 
shade of the trees. Reading 
has become a popular playtime 
past time, with all the children 
loving the oversized storytellers 
chair, so creativity abounds!

Robust timber posts, set at different 
heights with holes and eyelets, inspire 
children to get creative and enable them 
to independently and successfully explore 
erecting canopies at different angles and 
heights. Pupils love to learn about how 
they can adapt their shelter to be effective 
against the different elements. 

Den building remains a popular and 
fun way to develop determination and 
resilience; which child wouldn’t be 
motivated to construct and complete their 
own special and unique den?

Den and Shelter Building

The Project

Den Building Posts
ID 4311
An ideal addition to any playground or garden 
area. These posts give children the opportunity 
and freedom to use their initiative to design 
and construct their own hideaways using all 
kinds of materials, while encouraging them to 
play and socialise with friends.

Delabole CP School



Chalkboard
ID 0201

Poly Paint Station
ID 0209

A versatile and creative addition 
to any playground. This large 
chalkboard can be used for 
children to develop their mark 
making skills and in helping them 
to develop their understanding 
of language and literacy.

Magnetic Dry Wipe Board
ID 0206
This useful and highly practical resource is 
perfect for a teaching zone. Our boards provide 
a large space where children can record and 
share their findings, scribe and draw diagrams.

Perfect to inspire the imagination 
and creativity of young children. 
Our Paint Station offers learners 
the fun opportunity to paint what 
they see through a transparent 
panel - whether it be a landscape, 
an object or another person.

Developing Self-Expression

Improving Fine Motor Skills

Storyteller’s Chair
ID 6401

Seating Cube with HDPE Lid
ID 6403-C

Seating Cube
ID 6403

Opus Bench x 2
ID 6304

Discover secrets and head out on adventures into places unknown
Storytelling with Schoolscapes

A great way to inspire young minds, developing 
imagination, vocabulary and imagery, a story telling 
area brings discovery and delight to all young children.

Broadening Minds Through Books

Our Storytelling Package

Also available

Outdoor Teepee
ID 4313
A special place to gather together and play. 
This cosy hideaway to relax and reflect in 
remains a popular choice for an Early Years’ 
den. With the option to choose vibrant, 
transparent, rainbow sides, this makes a 
magical place to read, learn and take shelter.

Imaginative Play



Polperro Primary Academy is set in a lovely 
Cornish fishing village, with around 140 
children aged 2 to 11. It's children now 
benefit from an inspiring new EYFS outdoors 
area, enabling all their children to learn and 
play together, developing the school’s values 
of curiosity and creativity, determination and 
enthusiasm.

Proud of its welcoming ethos, Polperro 
School celebrates diversity and welcomes 
differences. The school wished for an area 
that was inclusive and accessible to all, 
encouraging social and imaginative play and 
where children feel happy and secure.

The pupils love their role play and 
storytelling areas, inspiring imaginative 
play. They enjoy peeking through the peep 
holes in their eye spy posts, framing the awe 
and wonder of the world around them. The 
whole school community are so pleased with 
their stunning outdoor play space and the 
children are certainly enjoying the chance to 
get more creative and active outdoors. 

Polperro Primary Academy

The Project

Benefits of  Expressive, Musical Play

Cymbals
ID 4404

Post Mounted Chimes
ID 4401

We designed this robust, outdoor, 
percussion instrument to encourage 
both collaborative and independent 
play, by providing three sturdy brass 
cymbals securely mounted on a 
chunky, natural, timber frame.

Children love to explore music with 
these attractive, rainbow chimes. They 
inspire learners to get creative, helping 
them to discover the different ways to 
make sound, as well as experimenting 
with composing their own tunes.

Inspires Creativity

Suitable for all abilities

Accessible for Early Years

Inspire creative thinking whilst 
improving children’s sound 
discrimination. Instruments enable 
children to discover sounds through 
the exploration of pitch, rhythm 
and pattern. Ideal to increase 
understanding of the world, whilst 
encouraging physical development.

Musical
Play



Social Play

Inspiring Structures Stimulate Social Play

EYFS Jungle Play Ship / EYFS Jungle Play Den
ID 4308-E / 4309-E

Crawl Thru Steam Loco
ID 4004

All Seasons Carriage
ID 4005

Play Boat Bob
ID 3904

This versatile play den stimulates children’s imaginations 
by enabling them to use the space in many creative ways. 
In one play session it may become a castle, the next it 
could be a ship or a tree house! Tailor your play den to 
your needs by selecting a slide or rope exit or a ship’s helm 
made from balancing posts.

An exciting focal point in any play space. 
Constructed from beautiful, smooth 
Scandinavian Redwood, this train is perfect for 
encouraging imaginative and social play. 

Ideal to extend social interaction and increase 
outdoor role play opportunities whatever the 
weather. This robust, under cover carriage 
compliments the popular Steam Loco.Packed with limitless play opportunities, this 

wonderful trawler style play boat, inspires physical, 
social and dramatic interaction and play. Children 
can scramble up the sturdy net onto the stern or 
enter the captain’s cabin where they can keep a 
look out through the clear dome portholes.

Immerse your children in an imaginative world, 
where they can play and socialise, in and around 
enchanting, small scale vehicles, such as trains, 
tractors and aeroplanes. Children can act out 
real life scenarios, practise problem solving 
and develop life skills while they play on board.

Ideal to inspire co-operative play, the vehicles 
have ample space to accommodate small 
groups. Also providing children with the perfect 
place to hide, sit or rest, children love to explore, 
play and crawl through these timber play transport.

Encouraging children to interact, communicate 
and develop their social skills, play dens 
provide a perfect space to share, take turns, 
chat and to develop positive relationships. 
Dens provide an ideal place to think, reflect, 
solve problems and collaborate with others. 

Children love to hide away and create their 
own secret worlds to play in with their friends. 
Exciting shelters and enticing dens enable 
learners to develop their imaginations and 
stimulates their creativity, supporting learners 
in envisioning limitless micro-worlds.



Outdoor Seating

Roofed Seat with Table and Base
ID 6902/WB

Gametop Picnic Tables
ID 0502

Mushroom Seats
ID 7102

This versatile, undercover table enables groups 
to gather to shelter from the sun or rain. It’s 
the perfect place to stop to chat, read a story 
or eat some snacks. Friends enjoy popping 
under the roof together to share ideas or to 
make marks on their whiteboards, recording 
their day’s discoveries.

Children can gather around the table to play 
exciting games, working both collaboratively 
and competitively, as well as acquiring new 
vocabulary and developing social skills, 
depending on the games top option. 

These vibrant fairytale stools are a great way to 
brighten up any play space. Create a fun resting 
place where children can socialise, share ideas 
and develop their communication skills.

Timber Bench
ID 6301/NT
This portable, wooden bench is smooth and 
natural to touch, perfect for little learners 
to rest, work or play side by side. Providing 
movable seating for group activities or outdoor 
events, this is an effective addition for any size 
outdoor provision. 

Forest Seats
ID 6307
A versatile addition to any storytelling, forest school or 
woodland area, these seats can be used as more than just 
chairs. Peep holes are a firm favourite with the children, 
where they can play eye spy or watch the world go by. 

Inspired and motivated children still like to stop 
and rest for a while. Imaginative and practical 
seating encourages children to stop and reflect 
on their ideas and allows little legs to take a 
break, offering a few moments of tranquillity.

Benches and stools provide the perfect place 
for children to sit and record observations. 
Picnic benches and group seating increases 
socialisation and communication, creating an 
ideal base to gather and chat together.

Creative Places to Work, Rest and Play

Amphitheatre Seating
ID 6402
This useful, communal seating uses 
our high quality, post mounted, timber 
benches to create an effective, two tiered 
seating area.

Nature Seats
ID 6306
These beautiful, leaf shaped seats add a 
natural feel to any play space. Children love to 
rest on these special little woodland stools, the 
perfect place to observe and listen to what’s 
going on all around them.



“The impact on the whole community has been better 
than we could have expected.”

- Louise Nichols, Executive Headteacher

The school had not invested in their 
playground for some time and the current 
equipment was no longer fit for purpose. 
Some areas had become unmanageable, 
such as the nature and pond area. The space 
available for outdoor play was limited and as 
a result, the school and pupils were not able 
to use the playground to its full potential.

The stunning new EYFS outdoor provision is 
now enabling children to foster very positive 
relationships through fun and stimulating 
social play. Children are learning to listen to 
each other and helping and supporting one 
another. Teamwork abounds and children 
are collaborating whether they are telling 
stories, climbing or discovering nature. 

Gayhurst Community School

Whether composing music, observing nature, 
painting, exploring or climbing, children 
are now talking, listening and sharing their 
thoughts and ideas.

Through social play, the children are learning 
to communicate effectively and work 
cooperatively, creating a supportive, kind and 
happy community of friends.

Valuable Social Play

"Playtimes are now much calmer and the children engage in 
imaginative play using the different play structures, musical 
instruments, science resources and generally enjoying the 

more comfortable and aesthetically pleasing surfaces."

"It’s hard to get the parents to take the children home 
as the school grounds are better than the local park.“

- Louise Nichols, Executive Headteacher

Find out how we can help to transform your playspace!
See our full range of Early Years products now on our website

at www.schoolscapes.co.uk
or call us on 01208 816620 to speak with one of our

Play and Learning Advisors!


